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About

‘What do we do now? We’ve no theatre, no support, no money: we’ve got nothing.’

The year is 2002, and everyone's favourite teenage web-slinging superhero has just 
hit the silver screen. His cinematic success begins to turn heads on Broadway, and 
one man has the vision to bring this friendly neighbourhood vigilante web-slinging, 
swinging and singing onto the stage. That man is now dead. 
Following the death of his predecessor, an established theatre producer takes on the 
most expensive Broadway musical of all time. Despite his previous successes, this 
'comic book rock opera circus' just won't come together. Scripting issues, cast 
injuries, a rotating roster of creatives, and the inflated egos of rock stars all stand in 
the way of the show becoming a roaring success. 
Featuring a satirical retelling of the musical, verbatim performances of real 
interviews, multirole-ing cast and a ridiculous dance routine, Redacted Arachnid is 
the unofficial play about the real musical that went terribly wrong.

About Maybe You Like It Productions

Maybe You Like It, Maybe You Don't
We began as custodians to The Owlets, an Oxford University society founded over 
200 years ago. We are a group of technicians and creatives with over 100 
productions' experience between them, both separately and together including Alan 
Ayckbourn' Confusions and J.M. Barrie's The Admirable Crichton. Through our shared 
passion for fast paced, collaborative, high energy theatre, a new group of exciting 
creative thinkers have been brought together that are more than just a cast but a real 
company - a huge challenge in a university environment - the majority of whom are 
looking towards careers in theatre whether that be onstage or off it.

At the Fringe
The Owlets has seen various productions in Edinburgh since the 60s, albeit with a 
long hiatus before now, but 2019 marks the first Fringe for many of the MYLI team, 
and none have been more than once before. The cast are made up of a diverse group 
of passionate students, who are are everything from first-timers, to members of New 
York Improv Troupes, to members of the RADA youth company. To find out who is 
currently working on the team in Edinburgh, read on.



What People are Saying about

“Must-See” – DailyInfo

“Comedic performances abound throughout… one of 
the most enjoyable things I’ve watched all year” –
Cherwell

“thrives on humour…great writing, performances and 
choreography” – OxfordStudent

‘Without a doubt the MOST fun I ever had in a student 
show… a genuine joy’ – Alex Buchanan

‘Creative, fun, clever, comically ingenious, 
and an absolute gem of my evening’
– OUDS President Amitai Landau-Pope at the

OUDS showcase



Technical Requirements

Stage – Ideal size 7x4m. Flexible to smaller or larger 
spaces.

Lighting – Ideally: 3 profiles DSL/C/R, birdies rigged on 
back wall, use of our own small moving lights. Show can 
work very well without these features, though.

Sound – PA with ability to connect to laptop

Set – 6 stools and a step ladder.

Other – Haze ideal. As above, not necessary.

Contact: Jake Rich

jake@maybeyoulikeit.co.uk
info@maybeyoulikeit.co.uk

+44 (0)7432094639

More at 
www.maybeyoulikeit.co.uk

Social Media

Facebook: @maybeyoulikeit

Twitter: @cccowlets (to be
changed after the festival to
@maybeulikeit)

Instagram: 
@redactedarachnid
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